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* Focus on what Issues that help you to evaluate important  subjects. 
I have tried to make a general format that can cover most topics.  By focusing : 
the issues you will be able to see if one begets the other. 
Avoiding the Bandwagon Fallacy - true because other people agree. 
 
*Straw Man Fallacy- deliberately mischaracterizing the opponent’s position for 
the sake of deceiving others.  Looking at person past or rumors about a persons 
conduct is to get to truth. 
 
3 issues, test, evaluate 
1. Entity/Program /Character / Ministry /  
 This area is for evaluating a person or program.  Here we can define how 
it meets certain criteria for morals and ethics.  Of course it is important to 
evaluate the source and date. 
 
2. Representation/truth/priorities / Vision / Face of 
 This area is about the intentions and motivations of verbal contracts and 
desire to communicate the necessity of the actions. 
Tu Quoque Fallacy - appeal to hypocrisy” .Even hypocrites can tell the truth. It   
is important to not bring in character or ethics of entity.  Focus on what the 
vision is. Is this a valid perception of the truth. 
 
3. Fulfillment of vision or promise / Actually results  
 If we want to evaluate the output we will need to measure the results of 
the vision or priorities in separately from emotional desires and untested vision.  
Sometimes the goal is confused what is achieved is the opposite of the intended 
vision or priority. 
Red Herring Fallacy- seems to be relevant but isn’t really on-topic.  
 
When falling short we do: /  
cognitive dissidence - In the field of psychology, cognitive dissonance is the 
mental discomfort (psychological stress) experienced by a person who 
simultaneously holds two or more contradictory beliefs, ideas, or values. 
 
Blame ourselves, others 
Blaming leadership 



Winning/losing/cognatent  
Transferring hate,  skepticism, fear, trust, faith 
Creating extreems 
Aganda, rant, 


